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1. Introduction
1.1 About this OKP manual
This document is intended for the Dutch embassies involved in the implementation of the
Orange Knowledge Programme (OKP). This manual is applicable to the OKP individual
scholarships: the Short Courses and Master degree programmes.
The aim of the manual is to provide insight to Dutch embassies on the procedures related to
the OKP individual scholarships and on how to perform their tasks with regard to these in the
supporting application Delta.
The tasks and formal responsibilities of Dutch embassies in the implementation of the OKP are
described in the ‘Short guide for the application and selection process – OKP individual
scholarships’, to be found here: https://www.nuffic.nl/en/subjects/information-for-dutchembassies-and-consulates-orange-knowledge/.
Please note that the document contains hyperlinks for easy access.

1.2 OKP individual scholarships: the process
The Dutch higher education institutions that participate in the OKP submit their grant
application through Delta. Each Dutch institution submits a grant application per subprogramme per deadline. The number of candidates an institution can nominate per
deadline and sub-programme is based on the budget of the specific deadline, the number
of participating institutions, the average scholarship amount, and past performance (the
percentage of scholarships that an institution received during a similar deadline in the past).
The total number of nominations is roughly three times the number of scholarships that can be
awarded based on the deadline-specific budget. This allows for a pool of candidates from
which the Dutch embassies can identify the most suitable candidates for an OKP scholarship,
taking the requirements of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the embassy’s bilateral
focus areas into account.
All nominated candidates can be viewed and assessed by the embassies after the
nomination deadline for the institutions has closed. Scholarship applications from nominated
candidates are sorted by country (of employer), meaning that an embassy only sees
applications from OKP scholarship candidates whose employer is based in their country.
This manual provides a detailed instruction on how to access Delta (Chapter 2), the general
structure and functioning of Delta (Chapter 3) and the various aspects of the scholarship
applications assessment process (Chapter 4). Lastly, it briefly sketches the final selection
process (Chapter 5).

2. Getting access to Delta
2.1 Access to Delta for the Central Contact Embassies (CCA)
Each employee who works in Delta needs a personal account, which is a unique
combination of an account name and an email address. Keep in mind, an email address in
Delta always ends with @nuffic.nl, even if you are not a Nuffic employee.
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Your embassy has appointed one central contact person for Delta Accounts (CCA). This
person manages your embassy’s account. Furthermore, to ensure the embassy can continue
processing applications without interruption, a second CCA with the same rights (CCA-V) is
registered in Delta.
If additional colleagues need access to Delta, the CCA can request additional accounts for
each colleague as described below.

2.2 Delta accounts for colleagues
In most cases, the CCA will not be the only person who needs access to Delta.
To prevent unauthorized access, requests for a new Delta account, changes to existing
accounts or requests to close accounts can only be submitted by the CCA, using the
Delta account form (including name, email address, institution, programmes for access, etc.)
on https://www.nuffic.nl/en/subjects/information-for-dutch-embassies-and-consulatesorange-knowledge/, which must be sent to OKP@nuffic.nl.
The CCA has to make sure to request relevant Delta accounts for his/her embassy well in
advance of a deadline. This facilitates the preparation for the start of the applications’
eligibility check and assessment phase and gives colleagues at the embassy sufficient time to
finalise all eligibility checks and application assessments before the deadline.
Each employee who works in Delta needs his/her personal account, which is a unique
combination of an account name and an email address. Keep in mind, an email address in
Delta always ends with @nuffic.nl, even if you are not a Nuffic employee.
Further differences in authorisation between a CCA and a normal user account will be
explained further in this manual when applicable.

2.3 First time use of account
Please skip to the next section, if you already changed your temporary password and
enrolled in the password self-service before.
2.3 First time use of account (independent of your Delta account)
2.4 Apply for a Delta account
2.5 Log in in Delta
2.6 Password Self-Service
After the request for additional accounts is received and processed by Nuffic, the account
holder receives an e-mail with a username, temporary password and URL of the self-service
and has to log in: https://selfservice.nuffic.nl/Adaxes/ATLAS/#/SignIn. This step needs to be
finished before you apply for a Delta account.
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Fill in the username and the temporary password that you received by email and click on
[Sign in]. Please note that ATLAS is displayed in the left upper corner, but this does not affect
the process to apply for a Delta account and to log in in Delta afterwards.
On first use of your account you are required to change the temporary password to one of
your own choosing.
Fill in the temporary password in the field [Old password], your new password in the field [New
password] and confirm your new password. Make sure you meet the password policy
restrictions (see below).
Click on [Change].
Password Policy Restrictions:
The password policy requires that the password:
must be at least 8 characters;
cannot contain the user's account or full name;
must contain at least three of the following four character groups: English uppercase
characters (A through Z); English lowercase characters (a through z); Numerals (0 through
9); Non-alphabetic characters (such as !, $, #, %).
must be changed at least every 182 days;
cannot be changed until at least several minutes since it was last changed;
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cannot repeat any of the previous 20 passwords.
You are strongly encouraged to enrol in the password self-service. With this service, you can
change/reset your own password, whenever necessary. Keep in mind that your password
needs to be changed regularly because of security reasons.
You may choose here for [Later]. In that case, this pop-up will be shown again on next use of
the account.
When you choose to [Enroll Now], you are requested to define and answer two security
questions.
Click on [Save].

2.4 Apply for a Delta account
Please skip to the next section, if you already applied for a Delta account by accepting the
privacy policy, logging in to Delta for the first time and received a confirmation.
After changing your temporary password and enrolling in the password self-service, you have
to apply for a Delta account. By applying for a Delta account, Nuffic is able to assign the
requested rights and roles to these accounts.
1. Go to https://deltabo.nuffic.nl/;
2. Accept the privacy policy;

3. Fill in the email address-field, this is your username as received in earlier correspondence or
your Atlas login + @nuffic.nl;
(For example: if your Atlas login is Anne, fill in the address Anne@nuffic.nl)
If you do not have an Atlas account, please make sure the CCA of your embassy sends your
details to OKP@nuffic.nl by using the Delta account form (including name, email address,
institution, programmes for access, etc. (see also 2.2)).
If you already have a Delta account in relation to Tailor-Made-Trainings, for example, you do
not need to apply for a new account.
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4. You will receive a confirmation.
As during your first login (applying for a Delta account) no rights and roles are assigned to
accounts, it is possible that a notification regarding your authorisation is displayed. This does
not indicate that Delta is not working properly and should not be perceived as an error
message! The requested rights and roles are assigned as soon as possible after you have
applied for a Delta account.

2.5 Log in to Delta with your credentials
To login to Delta after your first log in and after the requested rights and roles are assigned to
your Delta account:
Go to: https://deltabo.nuffic.nl/;
Enter your username ending with @nuffic.nl under the header “Aanmelden” (English: Sign In)
and password under the header “Wachtwoord invoeren” (English: Enter Password);
Click on [Sign in/Next/Volgende/Aanmelden];
After logging in you will see a Delta page, displaying one or multiple workflows (depending
on the assigned rights and roles).
When the login consistently fails, the user should go to the password self-service (see 2.6) for a
password reset. Keep in mind that your password needs to be changed regularly because of
security reasons.

2.6 Password self-service
When the user tries to log in to Delta and enters an incorrect password or has forgotten the
password, he/she can reset the password. Account holders can change their password in the
same way the CCA’s can. In case the user is not enrolled in the password self-service, the user
cannot reset the password. Therefore, you are strongly encouraged to enrol in the password
self-service. With this service, you can change/reset your own password, whenever necessary
(especially useful in case of fast approaching deadlines). Please contact Nuffic to have your
password reset in case you did not enrol in the password self-service.
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When the security questions have been defined before, you can go to password self-service:
https://selfservice.nuffic.nl/Adaxes/ATLAS/#/SignIn.

Click on [Forgot your password?]

Fill in your username (ending with @nuffic.nl) and click on [Next].
An email with a verification code will be sent to your email address. Enter the verification
code and click on [Next]. You are now asked to answer the two security questions. After
answering the security questions, you will be asked to provide a new password:
Click on [Next].

3. Information about Delta
This section gives you basic information on how to use Delta as an administrative application
system for OKP.
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3.1 Structure of Delta
The link to Delta can be found here. Delta consists of several workflows and each workflow
consists of several workflow phases, indicated with orange, blue and/or grey building blocks.
Every application deadline is linked to a separate workflow.
In Delta the following seven workflow phases exist (visible when unfolding the workflow by
clicking on the workflow name, e.g. OKP MA Manual – Orange Knowledge Programme
Master’s [1490]):
Overview
Nominate
Assess
Select
Tender
Decide
Report

Each workflow phase has its own ‘building block’, indicating the consecutive order of the
different phases. The workflow phases relevant to the embassies, are ‘Overview’ and ‘Assess’.
The figures in the building blocks display the amount of applications in that phase visible to
your embassy. In the overview phase a table consisting of all the applications in the workflow
(linked to your country) nominated by the Dutch education institutions are shown, in the
assess phase only the applications still to be assessed are visible. Click on an application in a
workflow phase to open an overview of the application details.
Please note: the figure in the building block ‘Assess’ will always indicate the total amount of
applications to be assessed at the start of the assessment period, notwithstanding the
amount of applications that have already been assessed since then. The list generated when
clicking on the building block ‘Assess’ under the tab ‘To be assessed’, does however show an
up-to-date overview of applications for which the assessment still needs to be completed.
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3.2 Tables
By clicking on a workflow phase (building block), a table will be displayed consisting of all the
applications in that phase. Tables are used to present the data on a page. Each column of
the table can be sorted and a filter can be set on each column.
Sorting

A table column can be sorted by clicking on the symbol next to the column name. Sorting
can be done for one column at the time.
Column is not sorted, click on this symbol to sort the column
Column is sorted in ascending order
Column is sorted in descending order
Filtering
Enter the value you would like to filter the column on in the column name field (for example:
‘South Africa’ for the column name ‘Country’) and press ‘Enter’, or click on the green button
(the ‘arrows’) in the left upper corner of Delta to filter the column accordingly. If you want to
remove the filters, click on the red symbol (the ‘bin’) in the left upper corner of Delta.
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The examples below show how to filter applications in one column (South Africa) and in more
than one column simultaneously (South Africa and female).

3.3 Changing the amount of displayed applications
It is also possible to modify the amount of applications you prefer to be displayed on a page.
To alter the amount of entries, click in the lower left corner on the displayed figure between
“show” and “entries” and click on the preferred amount of entries. If sufficient applications
are present, you will be able to navigate between the pages by using the previous and next
button in the right lower corner.
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3.4 Assigned rights
Depending on restrictions assigned to accounts and roles, it is possible that a notification
regarding your authorisation is displayed. For example, only embassy accounts with ‘assessor’
rights are authorised to assess applications, accounts with ‘reader’ rights only can view the
applications but are not authorised to assess them. When trying to do so, a notification will
pop up indicating that they do not have the required permissions to perform the action.

This does not indicate that Delta is not working properly and should not be perceived as an
error message!

3.5 Automatic logoff feature
To prevent anyone from gaining access to a computer left unattended, Delta automatically
logs off after a longer period of inactivity (15 minutes). In this case, any unsaved data will be
lost.
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4. Assessment of OKP individual scholarships candidates
Delta facilitates the administration and assessment of several sub-programmes, including
Masters and short courses. This manual is for the deadlines depicted in the chart below:
Table 1
Sub-programme

Deadlines: closing months

Short courses
Masters

April, August, November
April, August

Note: the deadlines shown in the talbe may still be subject to change. For the most up to date information, please
check the website.

The deadline refers to the month in which the Dutch institutions have to submit their grant
application. The application period for candidates starts about two months earlier.

T-11

Institution +
Nuffic prepare
for deadline

T-9

Candidate
registers for
fellowship

T

Institution
submits grant
request
(nominates
candidates)

T+4

Embassy
checks eligibility
and assesses
application

T+5

Selection

T+7

Grant award

The embassies can start performing the eligibility
and assessment of the candidates from their country
on the day of the submit deadline, see timeframe
marked blue in the scheme on the left.
Before then, the candidates will not be visible in your
assessment screen.
The embassies have about four weeks to:
1. check the eligibility of the nominated
candidates
2. assess applications based on the assessment
questions in Delta

Monitoring &
Follow-Up
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To check and assess the OKP individual scholarships candidates:
1. Choose the correct workflow. Workflows are deadline and sub-programme specific.
For example: ‘OKP-MA August 2019 Orange Knowledge Programme Master’s’ only
shows the applications for Master’s programmes submitted for the August 2019
deadline.

2. Click on the building block ‘Assess’. An overview of the nominated candidate
applications for the deadline and sub-programme the selected workflow applies to
will now be generated:

Searching for a specific candidate can be done by entering the value (such as surname, or
date of birth) in the corresponding column name field and pressing ‘Enter’, or clicking on the
green button (the ‘arrows’) in the left upper corner to generate the required result(s).
By clicking on a specific application, an overview of the application details will be shown,
next to the ‘Knockout’ questions that form the ‘eligibility check’ which constitutes the first part
of the application assessment [described in detail in the next paragraph].
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The Dutch institution is responsible for the completeness and correctness of the data in the
grant application. The data in the applications cannot be altered by the embassies. In case
of any errors or inconsistencies in the grant applications, please contact the Dutch institution
directly for further clarification.
The section the embassy can edit in Delta is the one with the heading ‘Embassy’. The
embassy can give reference numbers to candidates for administrative purposes here; for
example in order to notify the visa-department in advance. Entering a reference number is
done by clicking on the orange button ‘Edit Embassy details’:

A screen titled ‘Reference number’ will then pop up in which you can enter the individual
reference number you would like to use for the candidate concerned. You can save the
value entered by clicking ‘Submit changes’:
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The assessment of an application consists of two steps:
1. the eligibility check;
2. the assessment of the application;

4.1 Eligibility check
The first step in the assessment of an application is the eligibility check. The eligibility criteria for
the Orange Knowledge Programme are published on Nuffic’s website. On the basis of these
criteria an applicant will be marked either ‘eligible’ or ‘not-eligible’ in Delta as a result of the
answers given by the embassy to the two ‘Knockout’ questions.
The first ‘Knockout’ question is meant to establish if an application fits into the priority areas as
identified in the OKP country focus or CPI for the country concerned sufficiently in order to
contribute to achieving the programme’s objectives.

4.1.1 The candidate is not eligible
It is a necessary requirement for an application to fit into the priority areas as identified in the
OKP country focus or CPI for the country concerned in order to be considered eligible.
Consequently, if an application does not fit into the priority areas and the first question is
answered with ‘No’, the embassy should automatically answer the second ‘Knockout’
question ‘Is the candidate eligible?’ with ‘No’ as well, thereby marking the application noneligible. As such, no document check is needed to answer the second ‘Knockout’ question in
this case.
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Having answered both ‘Knockout’ questions, the assessment of the application can now be
confirmed by clicking on the orange button “Confirm assessment” in the bottom right corner.
If you have answered ‘No’ to either, or both, ‘Knockout’ questions, you will subsequently be
asked to select a rejection reason.

In case you marked an application non-eligible due to it not fitting into the priority areas for
the country concerned, you can select ‘The application does not meet the program
requirements’ as the rejection reason.
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In case an application does fit into the priority areas, a document check is required to further
establish its eligibility. The documents to be assessed (Identity document, Employer’s
statement and – if applicable – a Government statement) can be found under the tab
‘Docs’, next to ‘Registration details’:

In order for an application to be eligible, the documents provided need to meet the
following criteria:
Identity document: an official, valid passport.
Employer’s statement: includes all elements of the format (see below), is to be submitted on
official letterhead, dated, signed by the superior of the candidate and stamped.
Government statement (if applicable): confirms government’s support of the scholarship
application and is to be stamped and signed by the responsible government official.
A format for the Employer’s and Government statement can be found under the header
‘Templates’ on the following page: https://www.nuffic.nl/en/subjects/documents-forscholarships-orange-knowledge/.
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If the document check leads to the conclusion that one, or several, documents do not
conform to the OKP scholarships eligibility criteria, the second ‘Knockout’ question will need
to be answered with ‘No’ and the application will also be marked ‘non-eligible’ after
confirming the assessment:

In all cases, it is obligatory to choose at least one rejection reason to be able to save the
eligibility decision. If an application is not eligible for more than one reason; please provide all
the reasons for rejecting the application.
There are two main reasons why it is important to fill in one (or more) rejection reason(s):
1. firstly, listing all the rejection reasons applicable guarantees the candidate being
informed as comprehensively as possible about the reasons for rejection of her/his
application.
2. secondly, providing clear reasons for rejection can help the institutions improve the
quality of their nominations, and ultimately limit the number of non-eligible
applications for future deadlines.
Each rejection reason is a specification of why the application does not meet an eligibility
criterion. This specification is necessary because the Dutch institutions will have to notify the
candidates of their non-eligibility for the Orange Knowledge Programme in writing. As the
institutions are not the ones who reject the applicants, it is important that the embassy
provides a clear explanation as to why the candidate has been rejected for an OKP
scholarship. Please note that the rejection reasons for all programmes registered in Delta are
shown here; not all rejection reasons available are relevant to the assessment of the OKP
individual scholarships applications.
Each rejection reason is coupled to a more precise description, which is generated when the
final selection has been made and can be used by the Dutch institutions for drafting the
individual rejection letters. The Dutch institution will send out the rejection letters after the final
selection has been made by Nuffic, which is around three weeks after the deadline for the
assessment of the candidates by the embassy closes.
For example, one of the eligibility criteria is:
To be eligible a nominated candidate must have an official and valid passport.
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There are five ways in which an applicant cannot meet this eligibility criterion:
Sub-programme
for which this
rejection reason
is applicable
SC, Masters

Document

SC, Masters

ID

SC, Masters

ID

SC, Masters

ID

SC, Masters

ID

ID

Denotative
description of the
embassy
checkbox
Identification
document is
expired

Precise description for the
rejection letter; coupled to the
denotative description

Identification
document is
forged
Identification
document is not
official

The validity of your
identification document could
not be confirmed.
The identification document
you attached is not an official
document of identification in
your country.

Identification
document is not
provided
Identification
document is not
readable

You did not provide an
identification document.

The identification document
which you attached is expired.

The identification document
you attached could not be
opened or proved to be
unreadable.

For the complete table of rejection reasons and the text to which they are coupled see
https://www.nuffic.nl/documents/163/okp-nfp-reasons-for-rejection.pdf

4.1.2. The candidate is eligible
An application is eligible when the answer to both ‘Knockout’ questions is ‘Yes’. The
assessment of the application can now be confirmed by clicking on the orange button
“Confirm assessment” in the bottom right corner.

Next, the assessment questions will appear as can be seen in below screenshot. Only eligible
applications will be processed further.
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Throughout the assessment process, applications can have four different statuses – which can
be seen by clicking on the building block “Overview”:
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‘Knock-out’: the ‘Knockout’ questions have not yet been answered for this application –
eligibility is still to be determined.
‘Weighted’: the ‘Knockout’ questions have been answered for this application and the
application is eligible: now the assessment questions need to be completed.
‘Assessed’: the ‘Knockout’ questions have been answered for this application and the
application is non-eligible. This application will not be processed further. The field under
the column ‘Eligible’ now has the value ‘False’.
‘Policy’: the ‘Knockout’ and assessment questions have been answered for this application.
This means the application is eligible, has acquired a ‘score’ based on the answers to the
assessment questions and will be processed further in the final selection process after the
assessment deadline has closed.

4.2 Assessment
The assessment of an OKP scholarship application consists of:
1.
2.

Six application assessment questions. The assessment questions can be answered by
choosing from among four answer options: ‘Poor’ – ‘Average’ – ‘Good’ – ‘Excellent’.
Five questions related to the policy theme(s) the application addresses. These are ‘Yes’ –
‘No’ questions meant to identify the policy theme(s) the scholarship application relates
to. If an application adressess more than one policy theme, more than one question can
be answered with ‘Yes’.

Please note: all questions need to be answered – so if an application adressess one policy
theme only, all the other policy theme questions need to be answered with ‘No’ (for an
example, see the screenshot below).
For the ‘Compact Plus’ and ‘Compact’ programme countries, the last question might be
particularly relevant. If an application does not address one of the four priority themes of the
OKP as identified in the first four policy theme questions, but another policy theme identified
as a priority area for your country in the ‘Country Focus’ document instead – this is the
question that should be answered with ‘Yes’.
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Once you have answered all 11 assessment questions, the assessment of the application
can now be confirmed by clicking on the orange button “Confirm assessment” in the
bottom right corner.
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After the final assessment of an application has been confirmed (by completing the
assessment questions in case of an eligible application, or by completing the eligibility
questions in case of a non-eligible application), it disappears from the applications under the
tab ‘To be assessed’. As such, this list always shows an up-to-date overview of applications for
which the assessment still needs to be completed.
Please note: the tab ‘Assessed’ will only show the applications that have already been
assessed after the final selection of scholarships have been completed. For an overview of
applications that have already been assessed to be used during the assessment phase, see
the paragraph under the header ‘Assessment reports’ below.
If you would like to check the answers given to the eligibility and/or assessment questions
after the assessment has been finalised, you can do so by selecting the relevant candidate
application under the ‘Overview’ building block and clicking on the ‘Embassy’ tab. When
you click on the header ‘Assessment’, a complete list of the answers given to the ‘Knockout’
(eligibility) and – if applicable – ‘Weighted’ (assessment) questions is provided:

4.2.1. How to assess an application
In order to get a good picture of the applicant and the application as a whole and give wellconsidered answers to the assessment questions in Delta it is important to examine:
To what extent the application fits into the objective and target group of the Orange
Knowledge Programme respectively;
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To what extent the application fits one or more of the Embassy priority areas for the Orange
Knowledge Programme as mentioned in the CPI / Country Focus and is thus deemed
relevant for the development of the country;
How the chosen course or programme fits with the current tasks of the applicant;
To what extent the position of the applicant allows for productive implementation and
dissemination of the newly-acquired knowledge in her/his daily work;
How well the plans for the period after returning to the employer are described and how
realistic their implementation is;
The quality of the answers to the motivation questions;
The quality of the Employer’s statement.

4.2.2. Importance of the assessment phase
It is pivotal to the success of the Orange Knowledge Programme that all scholarship
applications are assessed carefully by the embassies, for the following reasons:
Careful assessment ensures that the bilateral goals of the embassy and the objectives of the
Orange Knowledge Programme are met;
Critical evaluation of applications produces a quality-based ranking of eligible candidates,
favouring an optimal division of scholarships

The ranking of candidates is based on an individual ‘score’ each application acquires as a
result of the answers given to the first six assessment questions. Each question carries a
different ‘weight’, as do the different answer options available. For example: if the first
assessment question: ‘To what extent does the issue addressed fit into one or more priority
areas as mentioned in the OKP country focus document or the Country Plan of
Implementation?’ is answered with ‘Excellent’, this adds a maximum amount of ‘points’ to the
score of this application.
Please note: without completing both the eligibility check and the assessment questions, an
application gets the score ‘0’. As a minimum score is applied during the selection process,
these applications are automatically excluded from the final scholarships selection.
As such, we would like to emphasize the importance of starting the scholarships’ application
process on time and ask to please make sure all applications have been assessed before the
closing of the assessment deadline.

4.2.3. Assessment reports
Next to the list of applications shown under the “Overview” building block, Delta offers the
option to export a candidate overview report as an Excel, or PDF-file. From the home screen,
click on the section ‘Reports’ of the relevant workflow, as shown below:
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From the options listed under ‘Available reports’, choose: ‘Candidate overview-Embassy’
(either as a PDF or Excel-file). This report will list all applications received for your country, as
well as their current statuses (‘Knock-out’, ‘Weighted’, ‘Assessed’ or ‘Policy’) – helping you to
keep track of your work, or as a tool in dividing the applications to be assessed between
several colleagues.
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5. Selection of OKP individual scholarships candidates
Once the assessment deadline has closed, a definitive selection is made by Nuffic of the
eligible candidates that have been assessed by the embassies.

T-11

Institution +
Nuffic prepare
for deadline

T-9

Candidate
registers for
fellowship

T

Institution
submits grant
request
(nominates
candidates)

T+4

Embassy
checks eligibility
and assesses
application

T+5

Upon closing of the assessment deadline, all
applications are grouped together according to the
category (‘Full Programme’, ‘Compact Plus’ or
‘Compact’) of the country the applicant is from.
Each country category is allocated a certain
percentage of the total (Short Courses or Masters)
budget available for that particular deadline, as
published in advance of each deadline on the OKP Individual Scholarships page:
https://www.nuffic.nl/en/subjects/individualscholarships-orange-knowledge-programme/.
An even distribution of scholarships per country within a
country category is then administered, by
consecutively selecting the highest scoring applicant
per country.
Lastly, if necessary, a gender correction is applied to
the final selection to make sure that at least 50% of
scholarships have been awarded to female
candidates.

Selection

After the selection results has been approved
definitively by Nuffic, the Dutch education institutions
will be informed of the outcome of the selection by
means of a ‘Grant Award Letter’. The Dutch education
institutions will then inform all candidates they nominated for a scholarship of the selection
results and, if applicable, of the reason(s) for rejection of their application.
T+7

Grant award

Monitoring &
Follow-Up
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